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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Indoor positioning systems has become popular in this era where it is a
network of devices used to locate people or object especially in indoor
environment instead of satellite-based positioning. The satellite-based
positioning global positioning system (GPS) signal is affected, and loss
incurred by the wall of the building causes the GPS lack of precision which
leads to large positioning error. As a solution to the indoor area coverage
problem, an indoor positioning based on bluetooth low energy (BLE) and
long range (LoRa) system utilising the receive signal strength indicator
(RSSI) is proposed, designed, and tested. In this project, the prototype of
indoor positioning system is built using node MCU ESP 32, LoRa nodes, and
BLE beacons. The node MCU ESP 32 will collect RSSI data from each BLE
beacons that deployed at decided position around the area. Then, linear
regression algorithm will be used in distance estimation. Next, particle filter
is implemented to overcome the multipath fading effect and the trilateration
technique is applied to estimate the user’s location. The estimated location is
compared to the actual position to analyze the root mean square error
(RMSE) and cumulative distribution function (CDF). Based on the
experiment result, implementing the particle filter reduces the error of
location accuracy. The particle filter achieves accuracy with 90% of the time
the location error is lower than 2.6 meters.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Positioning system has been a part of primary element in human daily activities today. The
development of positioning system is one of the essential for the development of civilizations of human as it
can be used in many sectors like security, military, logistics, monitoring, tracking, health care, sport, and
entertainment. GPS is a satellite navigation system used to determine the ground position of an object,
especially for outdoor environment while indoor positioning system (IPS) is most common used in inside
building or indoor environment. IPS is demand higher accuracy compare than GPS.
Indoor positioning system (IPS) can classify into three major groups which are network-based
systems, inertial systems, and hybrid systems [1]. IPS is the system that replace GPS technology to locate the
position location of a user or a device in indoor environment [2]. Network based system is known as a radio
frequency-based system which build with the wireless technology, utilize the wireless signal to determine the
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position such as wireless-fidelity (WI-FI) based positioning system, BLE beacons based indoor positioning
system, RFID indoor positioning system, and other wireless technology system. Inertial based system is use
self-contained sensor or inertial sensors to estimate the location of user [3]. The hybrid system is the system
which combine two or more method or technique to measure the user position [4]. The system uses several
different wireless communication technologies in one system to estimate user’s position, such as hybrid
indoor positioning that employs both Wi-Fi and bluetooth [5].
Bluetooth low energy technology is a new standard for wireless personal area network technology
developed by bluetooth special interest group (SIG) [6]. Due to the low cost, low power consumption, easyto-deploy solution and the vast majority of portable devices in the, BLE beacon has been used for indoor
localization [7]. BLE beacon is low power consumption device and its coverage area will become smaller
compared to WI-FI due to short signal reachable distance [8]. The beacons can be placed at various places
due to its small dimension [9]. BLE beacon operate on 2.4 Ghz frequency which is same with classic
Bluetooth and both technologies apply similar modulation scheme which is gaussian frequency shift keying.
RSSI trilateration is the method which highly rely on the RSSI and uses the path loss propagation
model to compute the distance between the target position and the transmitter also known as the reference
point [10], [11]. Trilateration technique is applied to utilize the point of intersection formed by three circles
of BLE beacon's coverage area and the distance to decide the exact position [12], [13]. Distance that is
calculated by using path loss model plays an important role in estimating the position of the user [14], [15].
The IPS using trilateration technique is easy to build and low-cost system as the RSSI value are easy to
extract by the receiver [16], [17]. The accuracy of the IPS using the trilateration method can be increase if it
is combined with other algorithm or technique.
Fazli Subhan and his team conducted their indoor positioning system project in bluetooth network
using fingerprinting and trilateration [18], [19]. Bluetooth USB dongles was used as fixed reference node
while Nokia mobile devices was used as receiver to collect RSSI data [20]. This experiment collects the RSSI
in the lab that area having 120 m2 and the average error of positioning was 2.67 m. Besides that, Vicente
Cantón Paterna and his friend conducted a study with using channel diversity where Kalman filter and
weighted trilateration is used to form an indoor positioning system [21]. The estimation error for the moving
object in two scenario environment room which has an area of 54 m2 and 290 m2 respectively are lower than
1.82 m and 4.6 m during 90% of the time with using only 4 beacons.

2.

METHODOLOGY
The indoor positioning system based on BLE beacon RSSI data extraction technique is designed and
developed to determine the user’s position. Based on the system block diagram in Figure 1, this project
consists of four process subsystems to perform each function at different stages. First process is setup BLE
network with deploy of BLE beacons at each different particular position at broadband & networking
(BBNET) lab and set-up a square shape grids in the area environment where this square shape grid will have
multiple access points that is used for collecting RSSI data. At second stage, the node MCU ESP32 will
collect the RSSI that is transmitted by each BLE beacons at each multiple access points and user current
position. The interchange data process happens between two LoRa nodes to upload and store RSSI data into
laptop. Next, is the algorithm development phase where the particle filter is implemented to stabilize data and
trilateration technique is used to estimate the position of the user. The output result of this positioning system
shows the estimated user’s position in 2-d diagram. Subsequently, the accuracy error is calculated between
actual and estimated position.

Figure 1. Overview of positioning system set-up
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2.1. Data collection and set-up procedure
All the experiment is conducted in BBNET lab, FKEKK. BLE beacon devices is attached on the
walls at the height level which is about 1.6 m. Each beacon devices have their own address, so the collected
RSSI data are easily classify based on the address. First, a square shape grids in the area environment is setup before the system starts to estimate user’s specific position. The whole area that is used for position
estimation is divided in square shape grids and their locations are in terms of 2-D plane, XY coordinate.
Figure 2 as shows in the set-up of the BLE beacons in the BBNET lab with grid of 2 m.

Figure 2. Square shape grids in 8 m x 8 m area

The black dot points ( ) that is shown in Figure 2 represents multiple references points and the
position of each black dot points are assumed as (X0, Y0), (X2, Y0)…. (Xn, Yn). The triangle shape points ( ( )
are the position for each BLE beacons with known coordinate point value. Each multiple reference point will
conduct RSSI collection within 2 minutes by using node MCU ESP32. The purpose for RSSI collection in
the square shape grids is to find the parameters which are m (Gradient) and c (intercept) in the formula (4) by
using linear regression method. There are two parts for Node MCU ESP32 connect with LoRa nodes:
− Transceiver part: node MCU ESP32 is connected to LoRa module that which will be the mobile part.
User will be place at particular position around the area. Then, the Node MCU ESP32 will receive and
collect bluetooth’s RSSI that is transmitted by each BLE beacons. Next, LoRa nodes will send this
bluetooth’s RSSI that is collected by node MCU ESP32 to another LoRa node at the receiver part.
− Receiver part: consists of one set of node MCU ESP32 connected with LoRa node. The LoRa node in
here will receive the RSSI data that sent by LoRa node from the user. Then the node MCU ESP32 at
receiver is connected to the laptop for communicate with Python based code to collect importance
parameter such as bluetooth’s RSSI and UUID.
Figure 3(a) and 3(b) is being as respectively shows a transceiver ESP32-LoRA (with 3 BLE beacons
in experiment) and a receiver LoRA node connected to a laptop.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. These figures are; (a) transceiver ESP32-LoRa with BLE beacons and
(b) LoRa receiver connected to a laptop
Indoor positioning utilizing bluetooth low energy RSSI on LoRa system (Kavetha Suseenthiran)
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2.2. Distance estimation
After collecting the RSSI, the distance is estimated. Prior to calculating the distance, two parameters
will be used in the linear regression method to determine the m (gradient) and c (intercept) values for each
BLE beacon. The first parameter is the RSSI collected at each reference point (black dot), the second is the
distance between each beacon and each reference point (black dot), which is calculated using the formula (1).
𝑑𝑖 = √(𝑥 − 𝑋𝑖 )2 + (𝑦 − 𝑌𝑖 )2

(1)

The estimate distance will be determined using the (2) [7], but we could convert this formula equation to a
slope-intercept formula equation in this section (3).
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 10((𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟−𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼)⁄(10∗𝑁))
log 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =

1
10𝑁

((𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟) − (𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼))

(2)
(3)

All the parameter in formula (2) will be separate and it will have 4 parameters and each of them will
1
convert to the variables and parameters of slope formula equation [22]. The parameters of
and measured
10𝑁
power are the constant value, it can be replaced as m (gradient) and c (intercept) and using slope equation
formula to find them. RSSI are the data that is collected and log distance is the estimated distance. In (4) as
shows in the formula to estimate the distance.
𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑚(𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼) + 𝑐

(4)

2.3. Particle filter
There are five critical steps in the particle filtering process which are: a) generate a bunch of
particles, b) predict step, c) update step, d) resample, and e) compute estimate. Step b till step e of particle
filter will run in loop which converge as near as possible to the true target state by iteratively sampling the
particles with the contracted search scope [23], [24].
a) Generate a bunch of particles
Each particle has an associated weight that represents the probability of that particle being the true
𝑁
position of the user. Create a collection of particles using this equation {𝑥𝑘𝑖 }𝑖=1 and set the weight for each
1

particle to .
𝑁
b) Predict step
Noise must be added to the particle's movements in order to have reasonable chance of predicting the
user's actual position. Without system model uncertainty, the particle filter will fail to accurately model
the probability distribution of our belief about the user's position.
c) Update step
The probability that assigned to each position is called as prior (current probability of this position being
the true position), but when a new RSSIs’ measurement is coming in, the prior need to multiply with the
likelihood (probability of the measured distance being same as the distance of particle to the beacon):
Posterior =
P(x|z) =

likelihood × prior
normalization

P(z|x) ×P(x)
P(z)

(5)

Each particle has position and weight which assesses how well it matches the measurement. Next,
normalizing the weights to let it sum up to one and turn them into a probability distribution where the
particles that closest to the true position normally will have a higher weight compared to the particles far
from the true position.
d) Resample
Particles with extremely low probability will be discarded and replace them with new particles with
higher probability. If no new measurements are received during one of the epochs, it is determined when
to resample by calculating what many refer to as the effective N, which approximates the number of
particles that truly contribute to the probability distribution.
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e) Compute estimate
The mean of the estimate as the sum of the weighted values of the 5000 particles will be calculated. The
equation for this is:
μ=

1
N

i i
∑N
1=1 w x

(6)

The 𝑥 𝑖 is represent the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ number of particles.
2.4. Trilateration
There are two information that necessary to be used, first is position of BLE beacons (coordinates
point) and the estimate distances. The estimate distances here are calculated by using formula (4) with
collected RSSI. Next, both data will be used in trilateration to estimate the position for user [25]. Trilateration
formula equation is calculated in matrix form and trilateration algorithm is expressed by the following (7)
and (8):
−2(𝑥1 − 𝑥𝑛 )
⋮
𝐴= [
⋮
−2(𝑥𝑛−1 − 𝑥𝑛 )

−2(𝑦1 − 𝑦𝑛 )
𝑥
⋮
], 𝑋 = [𝑦] ,
⋮
−2(𝑦𝑛−1 − 𝑦𝑛 )

(𝑑12 − 𝑑𝑛2 ) − (𝑥12 − 𝑥𝑛2 ) − (𝑦12 − 𝑦𝑛2 )
(𝑑22 − 𝑑𝑛2 ) − (𝑥22 − 𝑥𝑛2 ) − (𝑦22 − 𝑦𝑛2 )
⋮
𝐵=
⋮
2
2
2
(𝑑𝑛−1
− 𝑑𝑛2 ) − (𝑥𝑛−1
− 𝑥𝑛2 ) − (𝑦𝑛−1
− 𝑦𝑛2 )
[
]

(7)

(8)

The variables x and y shown in the algorithm above represents the position of each beacon
(coordinate point value) and the d are representing the estimate distance that is calculated using (4). Thus, the
estimated position coordinate of users can be solved using (9):
𝑋 = 𝐴−1 𝐵

(9)

After estimating positions with and without the particle filter, the difference of distance between
these estimated position and actual position will be calculated. The difference of the distance is called as
error which will be used to calculate the root mean square error (RMSE) by using the (10):
RMSE = √∑ni=1

((x−x̃)2 −(y− y
̃)2 )
n

(10)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Exploring characteristics of BLE beacon
There are 3 types of BLE beacons initially that has been selected to use in this system. Among them
are April beacon sensor N01, bluetooth BLE beacon EEK-N, BLE micro controller NRF52810 where all
these are BLE beacons. The sensitivity of BLE beacon indoor positioning has a major effect on positioning
accuracy. Therefore, an investigation is needed to know the features and characteristics of these BLE beacons
which are more suitable apply in indoor positioning system. The RSSI that is transmitted by each of these
BLE beacons will be collected in every different physical distance. The sampling experiment is on every 1
meter in the location environment [0-15m] will be carried out and collect 1 minute for each point in line of
sight (LOS) condition.
From the Figure 4 above, it is known that BLE Beacon EEK-N and April beacon sensor N01 have
better performance than BLE micro controller NRF52810. This is because the RSSI from BLE micro
controller NRF52810 extremely unstable and fluctuation to distance measured, hence effect to lower
positioning accuracy. Thus, it is decided to use bluetooth BLE beacon EEK-N in this positioning experiment.

Indoor positioning utilizing bluetooth low energy RSSI on LoRa system (Kavetha Suseenthiran)
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Figure 4. RSSI intensity versus distance for 3 different BLE beacons

3.2. Testing scenario for the system
The system is evaluated for accuracy in a variety of different sized environments and different
algorithms. Based on previous Figure 4, the maximum signal strength distance that can be considered from
beacon to user will be 15 meters. More than that, signal is too weak and cannot be considered in positioning.
From this, two scenarios are considered with maximum distance allow and half of the maximum distance. All
these two scenarios were conducted in BBNET lab:
− Scenario 1: in this scenario, user will stand at fixed position (coordinate point: (4, 4)) in 2 difference size
area environments in BBNET lab which are 7.5 m x 8 m and 15 m x 8 m. Four BLE beacons will be used
and deploy at the same position on each corner of the area. The output result from these 2 difference size
areas will be compared.
− Scenario 2: 15 m x 8 m length area in BBNET lab with 6 beacons used in this scenario. There are 10 fixed
output position result of the user around the area will be taken and all error will be presented in CDF for
better interpretation.
3.2.1. Scenario 1
In experiment 1 referring to Figure 5, it is to observe the effect of difference size of area to the
accuracy of the system. Only 4 BLE beacons is used in this experiment. Due to maximum distance vs signal
strength measure in Figure 4 is 15 meters, two different size length will be applied here. The first length is
maximum capable distance 15 m by the beacon and half of the maximum which is 7.5 m length chosen.

Figure 5. Experiment scenario 1 with 7.8 m and 15 m length

Based on bluetooth RSSI data collection, two kind of location estimation algorithm applied. The
first one is with particle filter implementation and second without particle filter (basic trilateration). Figure 6
depicts distribution of both algorithm in BBNeT lab for length chosen 7.5 m while Figure 7 shows the
location estimation for length 15 m.
Indonesian J Elec Eng & Comp Sci, Vol. 23, No. 2, August 2021: 927 - 937
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Figure 6. Estimation of user position distribution
with and without particle filter in area 7.5 m x 8 m
and 15 m x 8 m

933

Figure 7. Estimation of user position distribution
with and without particle filter in area 15 m x 8 m

In addition, Table 1 as shown in depicts the user actual position, estimated position of the user with
and without the particle filter and the root mean square error (RMSE) based on location estimation
distribution in Figure 7 and Figure 8. According to the location error RMSE, it is observed that the maximum
length distance 15 m give lower accuracy compared to length area of 7.5 m for both with and without particle
filter implementation. This is because the effective coverage range of BLE beacons is approximately 7.5 m,
therefore the RSSI that is transmitted by BLE beacons will attenuate with the increase of the distance
between transmitter (BLE beacons) and receiver (ESP32). Besides that, due to BBNET lab environment full
of computer, obstacles, and furniture cause the propagation of radio signal may be affected by reflection,
scattering, absorption losses and diffraction. Hence, the output result of estimation user position in area size
15 m x 8 m will be less accuracy compare with area size 7.5 m x 8 m.

Table 1. Estimation of user position and RMSE with and without particle filter
Estimated position (average)
RMSE

Size area
Without particle filter
With particle filter
Without particle filter
With particle filter

7.5mx8m
(4.46,4.77)
(3.61,3.86)
1.5683m
0.6907m

15mx8m
(7.03,3.19)
(6.29,3.65)
4.4375m
2.0557m

Figure 8. Position measurement on overall location performance in BBNeT lab

3.2.2. Scenario 2
The results show in scenario 1 show better positioning result at half of maximum distance between
beacon and the user. The area length in the lab is 15 m, so in this case 3 beacons need to be located to
maintain distance gap of 7.5 m. In this case, total of 6 beacons need to be deployed to cover the area of 15 m
x 8 m in BBNeT lab. In this scenario, the user stand at 10 positions in 2 minutes around the 15 m x 8 m area
as depicted in Figure 8. Table 2 depicts the RMSE result from trilateration and particle filter method for each
10 positions. According to result show in the table, most of the point show performance of particle filter is
better than trilateration with 6 beacons compared to just 4 beacons.
Indoor positioning utilizing bluetooth low energy RSSI on LoRa system (Kavetha Suseenthiran)
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Table 2. Estimation of user position and RMSE with and without particle filter
Actual Position of user
(2,1)
(6,1)
(10,1)
(14,2)
(14,6)
(14,8)
(10,8)
(8,8)
(4,8)
(0,4)

RMSE for 4 Beacons
Trilateration Particle Filter
3.408584399 2.057078926
2.520563659 1.371585559
4.401249923 4.194079284
7.368271665 4.626184247
3.175313666 4.112767608
5.943556001
5.24396335
3.412379156 4.291302391
4.825274126 3.520991851
4.831026149 1.953638168
5.233537271 4.769606473

RMSE for 6 Beacons
Trilateration
Particle Filter
7.093784673
2.27141599
3.599645792
2.072848345
4.786635796
1.958907817
2.883902986
2.077084072
3.009659221
2.112709341
5.338035218
2.11644788
1.584292755
1.728462153
1.89811343
2.622271875
4.00912834101166 3.23589969543883
5.860617466
2.329960393

Based on all positioning error from scenarios above, comparison have been made with two
algorithms, trilateration and particle filter, with 4 beacons and 6 beacons respectively in the cumulative
distribution function (CDF). From Figure 9 shows that the estimated position of the user with the particle
filter has less error by rely on 6 beacons compare to 4 beacons. Besides, implementing particle filter give
significant improvement to trilateration technique. The particle filter method with 6 beacons achieves a 90%
of confident probability of location error within 2.6 meters while basic trilateration gives confident of 6.4
meters (6 beacons). Overall particle filter gives 44.44% improvement over the trilateration method (6.4 m).
By relying on 6 beacons with 7.5 m aparts, the improvement of CDF is 47.17% compared to just use 4
beacons with 15 m aparts.

Figure 9. CDF for with and without particle filter

4.

CONCLUSION
Based on the project carried out, an indoor positioning system has been successfully developed to
estimate user position utilizing RSSI that transmitted from the BLE beacons which deployed in BBNeT lab.
A transceiver with ESP32 is successfully developed which collect the Bluetooth RSSI and transmit through
LoRa to another LoRa receiver. Location estimation algorithm utilizing RSSI data from BLE beacons
successfully designed based on trilateration and particle filter implementation. Based on RMSE results, half
of the maximum distance give better positioning accuracy compared to maximum distance allow by the
beacon itself. Based on this, a simple guideline can be taken in strategy to deployed beacon in BBNeT lab.
Finally, the positioning algorithm accuracy in term of RMSE and CDF have been elaborated where the
positioning algorithm with implementation of particle filter give accuracy of error less than 2.6 m for 90% of
the time with improvement of 44.44% than just basic trilateration. Particle filter with 6 beacons also show
significant improvement by 47.17% compared to just 4 beacons. Future development of this project can be
integrated with IoT platform as part of to support the location-based services (LBS).
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